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Preface

The book Pain Management in Older Adults: A Nursing Perspective features theoretical and practical information about the assessment and management of pain in
older adults. It is written for nurses, nurse specialists, advanced nurse practitioners,
and academics who are interested in pain management in older adults.
Pain is one of the most distressing and commonest symptoms of later life. Mood,
quality of life, independence, and relationship are all affected and the high prevalence of pain has a substantial impact at both individual and societal level. Although
more attention has been paid to pain in older persons over the last decades, pain
remains underdetected, underestimated, and undertreated especially in the most
vulnerable with neurodegenerative disorders and communication difficulties.
Nurses care for older people in primary, secondary, and independent settings and
have been at the forefront of pain care for centuries. Nurses play a crucial role in the
assessment and management of pain. Their involvement with older persons is multifaceted, involved in pain assessment, comfort care, nonpharmacological and pharmacological approaches, and beyond managing an individual’s pain, critical
self-reflection and service development. Nurses are deeply involved throughout the
care process and collaborate with interdisciplinary teams throughout care settings.
Nursing older people is challenging and rewarding and we felt it was timely to produce a book from the nursing perspective.
We have included chapters covering epidemiology, assessment, therapeutic
approaches, as well as chapters focused on the pivotal role of nurses in older persons
pain management.
The editors and authors have worked to ensure that these chapters reflect older
adults pain management essentials. It is our hope that this book will provide nurses
working in primary health and care social areas as well as undergraduate and postgraduate nursing students with evidence that helps them in the caring process.
The book is an international collaborative effort and the editors would like to
express their gratitude to all the authors for their contributions.
Clermont-Ferrand, France
Maastricht, The Netherlands 
Hamilton, ON, Canada 
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